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Introduction to FeiIntroduction to Fei

HistoryHistory
!! 1949: Philips Electron Optics sold first commercial TEM1949: Philips Electron Optics sold first commercial TEM
!! 1971: Fei (Field Electrons & Ions) is founded1971: Fei (Field Electrons & Ions) is founded
!! 1997: Fei and PEO merge1997: Fei and PEO merge

Operations in Operations in 
!! Hillsboro (Oregon) Hillsboro (Oregon) –– Main OfficeMain Office
!! Peabody (Massachusetts)Peabody (Massachusetts)
!! Eindhoven Eindhoven (Netherlands)(Netherlands)
!! BrnoBrno (Czech Republic)(Czech Republic)

About 1600 employees worldwide, About 1600 employees worldwide, nasdaqnasdaq FEIC ($26.51 on 28FEIC ($26.51 on 28--11--2004)2004)
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Fei ProductsFei Products

Fei ProductsFei Products
!! Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
!! Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
!! Focussed Focussed Ion Beam (FIB)Ion Beam (FIB)
!! Dual Beam (DB = SEM + FIB)Dual Beam (DB = SEM + FIB)
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What is architecture?What is architecture?

!! Standardized interfaces between modulesStandardized interfaces between modules

Examples:Examples:
!! Standardized dimensions (e.g. for plumbing pipes & joints or Standardized dimensions (e.g. for plumbing pipes & joints or 

screws & bolts)screws & bolts)
!! Standardized pinStandardized pin--out & voltages for connectors (e.g. out & voltages for connectors (e.g. 

telephone and mains power)telephone and mains power)
!! Standardized software interfaces (e.g. http, COM)Standardized software interfaces (e.g. http, COM)
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Why architecture?Why architecture?

!! Share infrastructureShare infrastructure
!! Independent development of modules (by many Independent development of modules (by many 

people)people)
!! Reuse of modulesReuse of modules

→→ Reduce costReduce cost
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Why not architecture?Why not architecture?

!! Expensive to designExpensive to design
!! Limitations (things that cannot be done)Limitations (things that cannot be done)
!! Education of peopleEducation of people
!! Modules may be more expensive / complex because they Modules may be more expensive / complex because they 

must match the architecturemust match the architecture
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Why future proof?Why future proof?

!! To avoid designing a new architectureTo avoid designing a new architecture
»» Which costs a lot of timeWhich costs a lot of time
»» Which makes existing modules & tools obsoleteWhich makes existing modules & tools obsolete
»» Which makes existing education obsoleteWhich makes existing education obsolete
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Why new architecture?Why new architecture?

!! Desire for better performanceDesire for better performance
!! Obsolete parts, knowledge, toolsObsolete parts, knowledge, tools
!! Price reductionPrice reduction
!! Get rid of topGet rid of top--heavy old architecture heavy old architecture 

(due to add(due to add--ons over time)ons over time)
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LongLong--lived architectureslived architectures

17951795 France adopted the metric system (again France adopted the metric system (again 
in 1840)in 1840)

18041804 Steam locomotive (standardized tracks)Steam locomotive (standardized tracks)
18761876 TelephoneTelephone
18821882 Electricity (EdisonElectricity (Edison’’s first power station)s first power station)
19691969 TCP/IPTCP/IP
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Why longWhy long--lived?lived?

!! Prohibitively expensive to replaceProhibitively expensive to replace
!! Good design (gradual improvements possible)Good design (gradual improvements possible)
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Fei Architecture HistoryFei Architecture History

!! ±±19851985 xLxL: first mouse: first mouse--controlled SEM, P80 controlled SEM, P80 
electronicselectronics

!! ±±19951995 xPxP: 32 bit (mainly: 32 bit (mainly xLxL electronics)electronics)
!! 19981998 TecnaiTecnai: first mouse: first mouse--controlled TEM, COM, controlled TEM, COM, 

P80 electronicsP80 electronics
!! 20012001 Quanta: new electronics, CAN bus, Quanta: new electronics, CAN bus, 

modularized server software, digital videomodularized server software, digital video
!! 20032003 Nova&Quanta3D: application server, topNova&Quanta3D: application server, top--

down software interconnectionsdown software interconnections
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Hardware interfacesHardware interfaces
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Software interfacesSoftware interfaces

!! (D)COM interface between instrument server, application (D)COM interface between instrument server, application 
server and UI.server and UI.

!! Object Model: structured way to organize the interface, Object Model: structured way to organize the interface, 
target is to have a single OM for all Fei products (will take target is to have a single OM for all Fei products (will take 
a few years stilla few years still……).).

!! Visio tool to graphically display connections between Visio tool to graphically display connections between 
‘‘bricksbricks’’ (software modules) (software modules) –– see next slide.see next slide.
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Hardware TrendsHardware Trends

!! Bare PC, only standard network connections Bare PC, only standard network connections 
((ethernetethernet, possibly also USB2, , possibly also USB2, firewirefirewire or CAN).or CAN).

!! Standalone modules with standardized power and Standalone modules with standardized power and 
network connections (network connections (ethernetethernet or CAN).or CAN).

!! Second (Second (‘‘supportsupport’’) PC for 3) PC for 3rdrd party applications, party applications, 
postpost--processing, data storage (keeping the server processing, data storage (keeping the server 
PC load predictable).PC load predictable).
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Software TrendsSoftware Trends

!! More modular software, in a more hierarchical structure, More modular software, in a more hierarchical structure, 
distributed over more than one PC. distributed over more than one PC. 

!! As a result: focus on standardized software interfaces, with abiAs a result: focus on standardized software interfaces, with ability lity 
of of ‘‘remotingremoting’’ (network connections).(network connections).

!! Databases for result storage (data from Fei systems,  but also Databases for result storage (data from Fei systems,  but also 
from 3from 3rdrd party equipment).party equipment).

!! Tighter integration of 3Tighter integration of 3rdrd party equipment, needed to party equipment, needed to 
automate complex tasks (focus on automate complex tasks (focus on ‘‘solutionssolutions’’ rather rather 
than than ‘‘toolstools’’).).

!! Moving to C# / .NET for application software (highest level).Moving to C# / .NET for application software (highest level).
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Lessons from Lessons from FeiFei’’ss pastpast

!! Complex parts are longComplex parts are long--lived: the knowledge to lived: the knowledge to 
design them is gone.design them is gone.

!! HighHigh--risk parts are longrisk parts are long--lived: a new design may lived: a new design may 
introduce big problems.introduce big problems.

!! Embedded software is hardest to maintain.Embedded software is hardest to maintain.
!! A new architecture MUST be linked to a product.A new architecture MUST be linked to a product.
!! Lean design: only standardize what is neededLean design: only standardize what is needed
!! DonDon’’t add bells & whistles, provide t add bells & whistles, provide ‘‘convenienceconvenience’’ as as 

standstand--alone tools, not as part of the architecturealone tools, not as part of the architecture


